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Because of the increasing amount of material published on

learning styles and learning style measurement, many practitioners

find themselves both excited and confused about learning style. Much

of the confusion can be attributed to the different ways learning

style theorists define, measure, and diagnose learning style. Since

learning style is a relatively new educational concept, this diversity

may be healthy both from a conceptual and a practical standpoint. On

the one hand, it allows for a richness of competing perspectives which

should yield a wide range of researchable questions. On the other

hand, it provides for the development of numerous approaches which

should eLLable teachers a. : administrators to select from a variety of

diagnostic/prescriptive devices. Ultimately, this diversity should be

reflected in in-service activities which will allow teachers to

explore this wide range of learning style concepts and approaches.

Interestingly, however, this scenario has not emerged in most

school districts. Where learning style has been a focus of teacher

workshops, these have most often been designed around the presentation

of a singly model generally in the absence of any contextual cues to

show where that model fits into the entire learning style landscape.

This may be attributable to several factors. Typically, learning

style theorists have 1,een pioneers who have had to struggle to gain

vdagogical acceptance for their conception. In so doing, these

construct creators have become very strong advocates for their

conception. In order to receive acceptance in the world of educators,

ideas must be tested in as many schools as possible. This involves

widespread administrative support, and this is where the logic of

strong advocacy for a single conception of learning style enters the
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research and development picture in a very practical way. The result

of all this conceptual and staff development competition is, first, a

conceptually wide, divergent literature and second, a literature

wherein the leading theorists typically advocate an approach to staff

development which revolves around a single conception and concomitant

methodology.)

This dominant reality. however, ignores a number of important

phenomena. While this one definition approach to conceptualizing and

providing inservice training in learning style informed education

(hereafter, LSIE) allows for considerable depth, it fails to account

for th.1 range of teacher and student needs in an average classroom,

the diverse literature on learning style, and the philosophic problems

teachers may have with any one approach. In addition, it may leave

teachers with the impression that whatever approach is presented is

the way to define and measure learning style. This factor could

discourage teachers from examining data from multiple perspectives in

their attempts to find out why their students are, or are not,

learning. This would be most unfortunate because oftentimes the most

creative solutions to difficult learning problems stem from the

eclectic adaptive efforts of teachers and administrators who draw on

multiple resources.

With this type of problem solving in mind, the major purpose of

this study is to provide teachers and administrators with a framework

which will allow for an eclectic, adaptive, synthesis approach to LSIE

at the classroom, school, and school district leveln of operation.

The explanation of this framework will include the following areas:

the diversity of learning style definitions currently available in tne
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literature; the methodology employed in the analysis of competing

conceptions; a visual representation of the analysis; and the

application of the framework to specific learning style

conceptions/approaches.

DIVERSITY OF DEFINITIONS

The diversity of definitions, conceptual frameworks, measurement

devices, etc., have been well documented in the literature. One

essay, in particular, LeaAning Style ReseaAcheu Ve Lne Dibiekencez

Di66ekentty," by Rita Dunn and Thomas DeBello, et al.,2 clearly

established that (a) there was great variety in the definitions of

learning style utilized by learning style theorists, (b) there was

some conceptual overlap, or common elements, in the definitions

analyzed in their study,
3
and (c) the conceptual commonalities were

matched by significant conceptual differences. In addition, Dunn and

DeBello closed their essay on a very solid and hopeful note when they

strongly implied that further analysis of the competing definitions

and approaches discussed in their essay would be a worthwhile

endeavor. In their closing paragraph, they wrote:

The 4tudie4 o6 these wititeA4 - not matte& how 4imiean

on di66ekent witt contALbute zu&stantiatty touxvd

undeutanding how 4tudent4 teau. In the liutune when

othek4 ttan4tate cuiftent nueaAch and add what wilt

emerge ova the next decade the many dibiekent panto

witt lioAm num., better ways ob helping 4tudent4

achieve move eazaty thnough, nathek than in 4pite

theik many individuat dibiekences.4
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Our own research reinforces their hope. indeed, analysis of selected

learning style "conceptions" has made it clear that beyond the

positive results predicted by Dunn and DeBello, the analysis of a wide

range of competing learning style conceptions will produce other

desirable results as well.

METHODOLOGY

To begin with, in theorizing and writing about learning style we

have found it useful to make a distinction between a learning style

"conception" and a learning style "approach." A theorist's

"conception" of learning style consists of the theorist's definition

of learning style, but also includes the theorist's larger, and

emerging, perspective on learning style. The theorist's "approach" to

learning style, on the other hand, refers to all of the diagnostic

procedures, and instructional prescriptions and materials ce..th which

the theorist attempts to relate the conception to instructional

practice.

This distinction was helpful as we selected the conceptions and

approaches which would be the focus of our analysis. The selection

process was influenced by three concerns. First, we sought

conceptions which had clearly articulated, fairly well developed

approaches. Second, we wanted to share a set of conceptions which

would indicate the wide range of definitions in the field, and

finally, we wanted to illustrate the natural linkage between the

conception and the approach, i.e. how the approach evolved logically

from the conception.

With these concerns in mind, we chose to analyze the learning

style conceptions/approaches created by: Dunn, Dunn, and Price;
5
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Renzulli and Smith;
6
Ramirez and Castaneda; 7

David Hunt;
8
Barbe and

Swassing;
9
The Murdock Teacher Center;

10
Marie Carbo;

11

Janet Perrin;
12

Fuhrmann/Jacobs;
13

Grasha/Reichmann;
14

Bernice

McCarthy;
15

David Kolb;
15

and Anthony Gregorc.
17

It is worth noting

that there are valuable conceptions, such as David W. Keefe's

(actually a model of learning styles), and intriguing

conception/approaches such as those articulated by Ronald R. Schmeck

and Joseph Hill, etc. which were not included in the analysis due to

space limitations and the three concerns noted above. The questions

which guided our analyses were:

1. In articulating their conceptions, did the theorists

delineate a clear definition of learning style, and if

so, what is the definition?

2. Does the theorist's conception encompass many or few

learning style elements or characteristics?

3. Which conception encompassed the fewest learning style

elements and which conception the most?

4. Do the elements encompassed by a particular conception

primarily fall into one category, i.e. perceptual, or

several different categories, i.e. cognitive,

affective, physiological, etc.?

5. For each particular approach, how, and by whom, is the

learning style data analyzed, disseminated, and

utilized?
18

In addition, where approaches incorporated or revolved around the use

of instruments, the instruments were examined in terms of length, item

clarity, face validity, component logic, formality or informality of
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design, response format appropriateness, reliability and validity

data, cost, and the rigor of overall instrument construction.

FINDINGS

To begin with, the analysis of selected conceptions and

approaches has revealed some unexpected patterns between the

conceptions and clarified the logical relationships which exist

between several specific conceptions and their corresponding

approaches. In addition, as implied earlier, these analyses, and our

own experimentation, revealed that the variety of conceptions and

approaches available made possible the idea of a synthesis approach to

LSIE. We also discovered that the examination of the various

conceptions and approaches was clarified when the conceptions were

placed in a generally accurate manner, on three continua: the grade

level continuum; the magnitude continuum; and the expansionism

continuum.
19

The three continua aid the logical relationship among

them are presented and discussed below:
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THE GRADE LEVEL CONTINUUM

K 3rd 6th 9th 12th 16th 0 0

The Ramirez Early
Learning Behavior
Checklists

The Barbe Swassing
Modality Index

The Bernice McCarthy 4-Mat System

The David Hunt Conceptuat Levet Approach

The Perrin
Primary

Version LSI

The Carbo Reading Style
Inventory

The Murdock Teacher
Center LSI

The Renzulli/Smith LSI

The Dunn/Price LSI

David Kolb's Learning Style Inventory

The Gregorc Style Delineator

The Grasha/Reichmann Student
Learning Styles Questionnaire

The Fuhrmann Jacobs Learning
Interaction Inventory

The Dunn/Price PEPS Inventory

K 3rd 6th 9th 12th 16th 0 0

The placement of the approach above or below the continuum

indicates at which grade level groups the approach is aimed at, or

most suitable for. In a similar manner, the placement on the

magnitude continuum indicates whether the conception encompasses one,

or a few, or many learning style characteristics.
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THE MAGNITUDE CONTINUUM

Number of Learning Style Characteristics
1 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

David Barbe/ Grasha Renzulli Perrin
Hunt Swassing Reichuan Smith Dunn/Price

Fuhrmann Murdock
Jacobs

David
TeacherKolb
Center

Anthony
Gregorc

Bernice
McCarthy

Manual
Ramirez III

The third continuum is the expansionism continuum, and it runs

from low to high expansionism. That is, some of the approaches tend

to want to identify learning style preferer:es or strengths and then

teach to those strengths exclusively in a highly personalized learning

environment. Contrastingly, there are approaches which are oriented

towards utilizing strengths to create new strengths, and then there

are approaches which are not expeicitty one or the other. An

appraisal of several approaches is summarized on the following

continuum.

THE EXPANSIONISM CONTINUUM

Low Moderate High
Janet Perrin Renzulli Smith Bernice McCarthy
Dunn/Price Barbe/Swassing David Hunt

Manual Ramirez

10
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The analysis of the above continua, in connection with other

knowledge, can illuminate the logical relationship between specific

conceptions and approaches. For example, nnalysir of the grade level

continuum and the magnitude continuum produces some insight into the

relationship between location on these continua and the methodology

utilized to collect learning style data by a particular theorist. For

instance, although David Hunt is quite aware that learning style

conceptions could encomi,ass several or more characteristics of the

learner,
20

he has chosen to (a) define learning style in terms of one

characteristic, conceptua Zevet,21 and (b) develop a diagnostic

procedure and approach which strongly suggests that K-12 teachers who

have understanding of conceptual &vet, as well as some insight into

their own teaching and learning style, would make competent learning

style diagnosticians.
22

In terms of his own conception, Hunt's

reliance on, and encouragement of, teacher observation as the key

strategy for data collection and analysis, is feasible and practical

because he is concerned with one characteristic solely. If teachers

can be persuaded that the one learning style characteristic in

question is educationally significant, then they can probably be

persuaded that they can be the primary source of diagnostic data.

Busy teachers will be able to find time to observe and collect data on

one characteristic; if Hunt's conception embraced more characteristics,

he might modify his approach, i.e. provide a checklist.

Towards the other end of the magnitude continuum is the

Dunn/Price conception, and it should be noted that the magnitude of

the Dunn/Price conception almost predicts the methodology. The

Dunn/Price conception needs a learning style inventory data collection
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strategy for at least two reasons. First, teachers would probably

refuse to observe for so many learning style characteristics (N=23),
23

even if a checklist were provided. But, more fundamentally, it is

almost impossible for teachers, by the powers of their own

observation, to collect the kind of data which is pertinent to the

Dunn/Price conception. For instance, among other characteristics, the

Dunn/Price conception of learning style includes a child's preference

for informal or formal learning environments, food in the learning

environment, more or less light or warmth In the learning environment,

auditory, visual, and kinesthetic stimuli in the learning environment,

and so on. Clearly, it would be difficult for teachers to observe

these kind of preferences, and secondly, the systematic collection of

data on twenty-three learning style characteristics would be too time

consuming for teachers. Again, given the magnitude of the conception,

the diagnostic aspect of the Dunn/Price approach is o,uite sensible and

almost inevitable.

Another approach whose togic is revealed by analysis of the

continua, as well as other pertinent material, is the one articulated

by Manual Ramirez III. Given the fact that the Ramirez approach, at

this point in time, is aimed pkimartay at K-3 students, and given the

complexity of the conception--the Ramirez conception/approach almost

equates learning style with cognitive style flexibility, and seeks to

encourage/foster cognitive style flexibility by paying attention to

students': relationships with peers; instructional relationship to

teacher; thinking styles; and personal relationship with teachers--it

is almost inevitable that Ramirez would opt for teacher observation as

a source of learning style data, as opposed to student :.elf- report via

12
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questionnaire or learning style inventory. Similarly, given the

number of items (N=17) that teachers will observe, and the number of

times during the year that they will observe (N=4), the use of a

checklist (THE EARLY LEARNING BEHAVIORS CHECKLIST)24 to structure and

guide the observation of very busy primary grade teachers is most

sensible.

CONCLUSIONS

This explication of learning style conceptions and approaches has

been exploratory rather than exhaustive, provided structure rather

than stricture, and offered descriptions rather than prescriptions.

No attempt was made to differentiate between cognitive style and

learning style although some theorists see one as a subset of the

other, while other theorists see them as mutually exclusive. The

various approaches/conceptions were neither rated nor evaluated

qualitatively. As noted earlier, some theorists' work was left off

the continua for reasons of space and conceptual overlap. Finally,

the continua themselves are not meant to be viewed as exhausting the

range of possibilities. Other continua describing such factors as

type of response categories (e.g., forced choice vs. open-ended) or

data- gathering procedures (e.g., teacher observation vs. checklist)

could be created.

The purpose of this essay has been to show that strength can

arise from diversity. By developing inservice programs that build

upon a synthesis rather than a single-conception model, administrators

will enable teachers to choose more wisely among the variety of

learning style concepts and approaches available.
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What is evident from the analysis of these approaches to defining

and implementing learning style informed education is that no one

approach can exhibit all the attributes necessary to characterize the

concept of learning style totally. Each approach has strengths that

far outweigh its limitations. Yet to say that any one defines the

complex, disjunctive concept of learning style is similar to saying

that one has described the concept of "strike" in baseball by listing

the attributes of a foul ball.

A judicious approach to learning style informed education would

employ a combination of instruments that shed light on learning

attributes, conceptual structures, instructional strategies, and

culturally-based differences in learning. Evidence would be gathered

from students, teachers and parents as well as observers utilizing

methodologies derived from educational criticism. Preparation in such

evidence-gathering approaches should become an integral part of

in-service education programs. As the research efforts in this area

become more diverse and refined, and theory and practice interact

dynamically to provide mutual guidance to the other, the pioneering

work of the theorists discusses here will be evident in the resulting

reconceptualization of the learning environment, and in the teacher's

enhanced perception of the student as a learner who possesses

educationally significant strengths, preferences, and interests.
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